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Figure 2. Effect of tuning maximum TCP Buffer Size on file transfer
throughput [1 Gbps network interface, 100ms RTT].

We tested two types of datasets that resulted from real bioinformatics analysis, and thus carry the classic characteristics of the data
likely to be encountered in genomics research. (1) Small number of
large files: 4 files of 160GB; (2) large number of small files: 44GB of
10,000 files (Figure 1B).

Optimization Parameters
User-level configuration can improve network transfer throughput
by exploiting parallelism, concurrency and pipelining. These parameters are available as command-line options for GridFTP. Parallelism is
available for bbFTP. Figure 1C illustrates how each parameter accelerates network transfer.

Measurements
Data transfer time and network throughput were measured to
assess the efficiency of file transfer.

Sites to Transfer
Most transfer were made to the BlueBEAR cluster at University of
Birmingham, UK. It has 10Gbps Ethernet and 100ms network latency.
The packet loss rate is 0.001% and maximum available bandwidth is
1Gbps.
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Figure 3. Application-level TCP tuning parameters can be optimized relative to each dataset to reduce some bottlenecks.
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Conclusion
1. In this case study (NCSA to Birmingham), with 1Gbps network and 100ms RTT,
TCP window size of 32MB is sufficient to avoid performance degradation.
2. When transferring large files (>100GB), it is recommended to use parallelism and
concurrency. Both GridFTP and bbFTP are good multi-stream file transfer tools, while
GridFTP has better performance. Especially when combining parallellism and concurrency at an optimal balance point (in this case 4 connections and 16 parallel streams).
3. When transferring large number of small files, none of the tested file protocol could
reach the desired network bandwidth. Although GridFTP offers pipeline and concurrency options that specifically targets this problem, the transfer still suffers from extrememly low throughput.

Discussion

GridFTP reaches the balance point at pipelining level of 2. Opening concurrent connections does not improve the throughput
but increases network transfer overhead. Combining pipelining with concurrency does not solve the problem. The maximum
achievable bandwidth is ~13MB/s, which is fairly slow.
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The TCP congestion control algorithm is important for good TCP performance. TCP-BBR is the new congestion-based algorithm, claimed to have better performance than CUBIC, the loss-based algorithm currently in
use. We tested the average bandwidth between NCSA and several throughput test hosts provided by ESnet
under both algorithms. TCP-BBR displayed some advantage in throughput, but sometimes is significantly
higher in packet loss rate.

4. TCP-BBR is a relatively new congestion-control algorithm. In our case study, it has
better average throughput than CUBIC, but also leads to higher retransmission rate.

Transferring large datasets, especially with heterogeneous file distribution can
cause inefficient utilization of the available network bandwidth. It is unlikely to achieve
the maximum network throughput when transferring millions of small files. Therefore,
it is worth exploring how data compression and packaging file collections into a single
file might improve data transfer performance.
TCP-BBR is a promising congestion-based congestion-control algorithm that was
designed to solve bufferbloat problem. It could be useful to long-distance big data network transfers. Althrough currently the advantage of using BBR is not obvious, we will
keep experimenting with its configurations.
This study has given us insight about the appropriateness of each tool to different
kinds of datasets. While the benchmark datasets we used are both on the small side,
they served as useful starter sets for pilot testing. Now that our methodology is
worked out, we will move to run tests with bigger datasets, such as (1) a few dozen
files, ~0.5-2 TB each; (2) collections with millions of files, each <1 GB. We would
also like to expand the test to Khartoum, Sudan and Ontario, Canada.
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For TCP to efficiently use available bandwidth, especially
over long-distance network, it is critical to adjust maximum TCP send and receive buffer sizes to an appropriate
value. The Bandwidth Delay Product was calculated as
bandwith*RTT, in this case (1Gbit/sec, 100.0 ms) = 12.50
MByte. The maximum TCP buffer size is set to be twice of
BDP (32MB).
Adjusting default window size and maximum buffer size
resulted in a 150% increase in file transfer throughput.
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All trasnfer was initiated on the Hybrid server at NCSA’s Innovative
Systems Laboratory (ISL2.0). The server incorporated Intel Core i3
2.93Ghz dual core processors with NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPUs and
QLogic TrueScale InfiniBand solutions. It has 8 MB Cache Memory, 8
GB of RAM and 2 TB HD.
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(Adapted from Esma Yildirim, et al, (2016) IEEE., 4(1): 63-75)
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The NCSA Genomics requested study on file transfer protocols to
determine their performance in different network environments. The
software included GridFTP and bbFTP, which have reputation of very
good performance.
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Figure 4. Comparison of TCP congestion control algorithms.
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Nowadays, the field of genomics has a growing need to collaborate with institutions across the globe. An effective network
configuration to accelerate big data transfer is required to make
such collaborations successful. This project aims to benchmark and optimize a sample data transfer, in order to eventually develop best practices for planning projects that involve big
data transfer.
We used perfSONAR network performance measurement
hosts at NCSA and several international collaborators to measure the network metrics, such as the RTT, packet loss and
available network bandwidth. This information was used to
tune TCP parameters such as TCP max buffer size. The performance of several data transfer tools, including GridFTP, bbFTP
and basic SCP utility were compared under different optimization options to exploit the parallelism, pipelining and concurrency of file transfer at application level. Datasets of different characterstics were used for benchmarking, from smaller collections of relatively large files (~300GBs) to very large collections
of millions of small files (~MBs). The results allowed us to make
recommendations for the file transfer tools and the application-level settings for different kinds of datasets, in order to see
significant increase in throughput and reduction in network latency during the big data transfers. The project improves the
understanding of the issues in big data transfer over long distance, and how innovations in transfer protocols would benefit
the data-intensive science research in the future.
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GridFTP reaches the saturation point at 4 parallel streams and 4 connections. However, bbFTP gives very low throughput
(~3MB/s) at low parallelism level, yet has an upward curvature, which suggests better throughput at paralleism level larger than
16. Since bbFTP does not have concurrency option, the best throughput (16 parallel streams) was plotted for comparison. Combinig parallelism and concurrency gives even more improved throughput than single parameter optimization. The maximum
achievable bandwidth is ~106MB/s.
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